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never ask a woman
who is eating

ice cream straightfrom the carton
how she’s doing.

You and I

are more 

than friends.

We’re like a

really small gang.

true friends

don’t ju
dge

each other,

they judge

other people...

together.

organized people
are just too lazy

to look for things.



when I ask for
directions,

please don’t
use words
like “east”

Directions
PS-235

I saw a guy at the
coffee shop today.

no phone, no tablet,
no laptop.

he just sat there.
drinking coffee.

like a psychopath.

Psychopath
PS-239

being completely naked
somehow feels 

less naked
than being 

naked with shoes on.

Naked
PS-238

my favorite coffee
in the morning

is the one where
no one talks to me

while I drink it.

Favorite Coffee
PS-237

overthinking:
the art of 

creating problems
that weren’t
even there.

Overthinking
PS-236

I’m in a good 
place right now.
not emotionally.

I’m just at 
the liquor store.

Liquor Store
PS-240

I still don’t 
understand 

what a 
wine stopper 

is for.

Wine Stopper
PS-244

I’ve got 
a good heart,

but
this mouth...

This Mouth
PS-243

I just don’t
have time for the 

nervous breakdown
I deserve.

Nervous Breakdown
PS-242

autocorrect
has become

my worst
enema.

Autocorrect
PS-241

they say laughter’s
the best medicine.

they lie.
it’s brownies.

Brownies
PS-245

it’s too...
“a.m.” for me.

Too “a.m.”
PS-249

I wonder 
how many calories

are burned 
by jumping 

to conclusions.

Jumping to Conclusions
PS-248

sunshine mixed
with a little
hurricane.

Hurricane
PS-247

apparently,
I have an attitude.
who f**ing knew?!

Attitude
PS-246
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Get ready to make your customers chuckle! Our 
Polka Spots lineup features 264 oh-so-funny 
designs in each of our available products (at right). 
With so many to choose from, there’s something 
for everybody!

T H E  C O L L E C T I O N

We proudly make all our products in our Brooklyn, 
CT studio. Please visit www.paisley-parsley.com 
to view all our collections in their entirety.    

O U R  P R O D U C T S

Magnet

2 x 2”, marble, with strong earth magnet

$2.75 / each   (sku suffix: -3)

Greeting card (blank inside)

5 x 7”, brown kraft envelope, in cello sleeve

$2.00 / each   (sku suffix: -6)

Order in multiples of six per design

Towel

18 x 24”, microfibre suede

$4.25 / each   (sku suffix: -2)

Order in multiples of two per design

Coaster

4 x 4”, marble, cork-backed

$4.00 / each   (no suffix required)



gym update:

not there.

Gym Update
PS-250

don’t be
condescending

(that’s when
you talk down

to people)

Condescending
PS-254

some days
you feel like you’re

surrounded by idiots.
other days

you realize it’s
not just some days.

Idiots
PS-253

sometimes I stare at
my husband when he

isn’t looking and
I think to myself,
wow... he is one

lucky son of a bitch.

Lucky SOB
PS-252

if you can
read this,

bring me a
glass of wine.

If You Can Read This
PS-251

I’m totally lacking
the zip-a-dee part
of my doo-dah day.

Zip-a-Dee
PS-255

I meditate.
I burn candles.

I drink green tea.
and I still

want to smack
some people.

Smack People
PS-259

the first rule of
the ocd club

is that there has to
be a second rule

so we have an even
number of rules.

OCD Club
PS-258

the 12-step
chocoholics program:

never be more
than 12 steps away

from chocolate.

12 Steps
PS-257

I just saw
some idiot at the gym 

put a water bottle
in the pringles holder 

on the treadmill.

Pringles
PS-256

I really do try
to see the

best in people.
but seriously,

some of you people
are making it so

damn hard.

See the Best
PS-260

right?

Right
PS-264

in ancient egypt
cats were

considered gods.
cats have not
forgotten this.

Ancient Egypt
PS-263

organized people
are just too lazy

to look for things.

Too Lazy
PS-262

meh.

Meh
PS-261

I am going
to start 
cleaning 

the house.
And by cleaning,

I mean drinking wine
 and spraying 

everything with
Febreeze.

Housework
PS-001

true friends
don’t judge
each other,
they judge

other people...
together.

True Friends
PS-005

i amuse
the shit
out of
myself

Amuse
PS-004

I have decided
to have some wine

to celebrate the fact
that I have some wine.

Celebrate
PS-003

I tried to be normal 
once.

Worst two minutes
of my life.

Normal
PS-002

Chocolate
doesn’t ask

silly questions.
Chocolate

understands.

Chocolate
PS-006

sometimes i wrestle
with my demons.

sometimes we 
just snuggle.

Demons
PS-010

I just read an article

on the dangers

of drinking...

scared the shit out of me.

So that’s it!

After today, 

no more reading.

Drinking
PS-009

it only takes a
second to show

someone how you
feel about them.
the police call it

indecent exposure,
but whatever.....

Indecent
PS-008

it’s just a matter
of time before
they add the

word “Syndrome”
after my last name.

Syndrome
PS-007



I don’t have a
problem with caffeine.

I have a problem
without caffeine. 

Caffeine
PS-011

Before you tell me

what I did wrong,

you should first know

that I don’t care.

Did Wrong
PS-015

you drink too much,
you gossip too much,

you have 
questionable morals...

you’re everything
I ever wanted

in a friend.

Friend
PS-014

sometimes I question
my sanity,

but the unicorn
and gummy bears

told me I’m fine

Unicorn
PS-013

I didn’t make it
to the gym today.

That makes  
3 years in a row.

Gym
PS-012

deep down,
I’m a very 

shallow person.

Shallow
PS-016

I’m hysterical
 and brilliant,

but not a size 2...
God had to be fair.

Size 2
PS-020

I can’t tell if
I’m dealing well

with life these days
or I just don’t give 

a shit anymore.

Dealing with Life
PS-019

If the Mayans have
taught us anything, it’s
that if you don’t finish
something, it’s not the

end of the world.

Mayans
PS-018

I’ll always be there
when I need you.

Need You
PS-017

Oh, I’m sorry...

did the middle of my

sentence interrupt the

beginning of yours?

Interrupt
PS-021

I’d do anything
to lose 10 pounds,
except eat healthy

and workout.

10 Pounds
PS-025

I can only please
one person a day.

Today is not your day.

Tomorrow’s not 
looking good either!

Please
PS-024

i’m so glad 
we don’t have to 

hide our weirdness
from each other

Weirdness
PS-023

I don’t fart.
I whisper

in my panties.

Whisper
PS-022

you know it’s been
a good day when
I didn’t have to

unleash the 
flying monkeys

Flying Monkeys
PS-026

none of my yoga 
pants have ever

been to yoga. 

Yoga
PS-030

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

If I had a dollar for
every time I got

distracted,
I wish I had a puppy.

Distracted
PS-029

I’m super lazy today

which is like normal lazy

but I’m also  

wearing a cape.

Super Lazy
PS-028

of course I
talk to myself.

sometimes I need
expert advice. 

Expert Advice
PS-027

9 times out of 10
children get their

awesomeness from
their mother

Awesomeness
PS-031

I value the 
opinions that

you keep
to yourself

Opinions
PS-035

it’s all
shits and giggles 

until someone
giggles and shits...

Giggles
PS-034

word for the day:
exhaustipated-

too tired to 
give a shit

Exhaustipated
PS-033

There is a time
and a place

for decaf coffee.
Never,

and in the trash.

Decaf
PS-032
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I have no idea
what I’m doing

out of bed.

Out of Bed
PS-036

ah friday,
my second

favorite
f-word.

Friday
PS-040

how can I trust
you when you
keep running 

away every
time I untie you? 

Trust
PS-039

You and I
are more 

than friends.

We’re like a
really small gang.

Gang
PS-038

I wish 
one of my 

personalities
liked to clean...

Personalities
PS-037

a true friend
is one who makes

you laugh
so hard

you pee a little.

Pee
PS-041

always remember
that you are unique,

just like
everyone else. 

Unique
PS-045

I am presently
experiencing life

at a rate of several
WTF’s per hour

WTF
PS-044

does this rag
smell like

chloroform
to you?

Chloroform
PS-043

if it requires
pants or a bra,

it’s not 
happening today.

Not Happening Today
PS-042

today I will live
in the moment.

unless the moment
becomes unpleasant,

in which case
I’ll take a nap.

Take a Nap
PS-046

the house
was clean
yesterday.
sorry you
missed it.

Clean
PS-050

if I ever go missing,
I would like my photo

put on wine bottles
instead of milk cartons.

that way my friends 
will know to look for me.

Missing
PS-049

the fact that
jellyfish have

survived for 650
million years despite

not having brains
is great news

for some people.

Jellyfish
PS-048

 To impress my friends,

 I swallowed 2 pieces

of string and an hour later

they came out tied together.

I shit you knot.

Knot
PS-047

if a woman is upset,
hold her and tell 

her how beautiful she is.
if she starts to growl,

retreat to a safe distance
and throw 

chocolate at her.

Woman Upset
PS-051

i’m pretty sure
my true calling

in life is just
hanging out

and snacking

Snacking
PS-055

the solution
to a bad hair day

is to wear
a low cut blouse.

Bad Hair Day
PS-054

i named my dog
‘5 miles’

so i can tell
people i walk

5 miles everyday

5 Miles
PS-053

in dog
beers

i’ve only
had one

Dog Beers
PS-052

i’m at that
awkward stage

between
birth and death

Awkward Stage
PS-056

when a woman says

“do whatever you want”

do NOT do 

whatever you want.

Do NOT
PS-060

if you’re happy
and you know it,
shake your meds

Shake Meds
PS-059

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

I play well 
with others...

others, not you.

Play with Others
PS-058

don’t you think
 if I was wrong,

I’d know it?

Wrong
PS-057



drug test?
what kind of 

drugs are 
we testing???

Drug Test
PS-061

crying about your
broken heart all day

won’t help.
set his house on fire

and move on
like an adult.

Broken Heart
PS-065

I wanted to
reward myself 

with a hard-earned
glass of wine

after a long week.

Then I realized
it was only Monday.

Reward with Wine
PS-064

everything in
moderation.

except Awesome.
you can never have
too much Awesome.

Moderation
PS-063

I don’t care if
you lick windows,

take the special bus
or occasionally 

pee on yourself...
 hang in there sunshine,
you’re friggin’ special.

You’re Friggin Special
PS-062

every family has
one weird relative.

if you don’t know 
who it is,

it’s probably you.

Weird Relative
PS-066

I have been
putting a lot of
thought into it
and I just don’t
think being an
adult is gonna
work for me.

Adult
PS-070

DEJA POO:
the feeling that

you’ve heard
  this crap before. 

Deja Poo
PS-069

i never make the
same mistake twice.

i make it 5 or 6 times,
you know,

just to be sure.

Same Mistake
PS-068

I danced like
no one was watching

but someone was
watching, thought

I was having a
seizure and called

an ambulance. 

I Danced
PS-067

seven days
without

chocolate
makes

one weak.

7 Days
PS-071

after Tuesday,
even the

calendar goes
WTF

After Tuesday
PS-075

today is
National Take
Your Flask to

Work Day.
  I may be

making this up....

Flask Day
PS-074

by now
the wine should
know enough to 

come out of
the store

when I honk.

Honk
PS-073

Askhole:
a person who

constantly asks
for your advice,
but always does
the opposite of

what you tell them.

Askhole
PS-072

trust me,
when I woke up
today, I had no

plans to be
this awesome.

but shit happens.

When I Woke Up
PS-076

I have
absolutely
no desire
to fit in

Fit In
PS-080

people stop asking

questions if you

answer in

interpretive dance.

Interpretive Dance
PS-079

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

when I
was a kid...

no wait,
I still do that.

When I Was a Kid
PS-078

I just did a
week’s worth of

cardio after
walking into a
spider’s web.

Spider Web
PS-077

whenever
I feel the need

to exercise
I lie down until

it goes away.

Need to Exercise
PS-081

sorry, I can’t today.
my sister’s friend’s

brother’s uncle’s
second cousin’s 

twin sister’s boyfriend’s
hamster died.

it was tragic.

Sorry I Can’t
PS-085

let me
check my

givashitometer.

nope, nothing.

Givashitometer
PS-084

I don’t like
monday mornings,
or people who like
monday mornings,

or mondays,
or mornings,

or people.
  

Monday Mornings
PS-083

sometimes I 
look in the mirror

and wonder:
how did I ever

become this
awesome?

Look in Mirror
PS-082
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when I told you
I was normal,

I may have 
exaggerated slightly

I Was Normal
PS-086

I would like to
think I’ll die a
heroic death,

but more likely
I’ll trip over my dog

and choke on a
spoonful of frosting.

Heroic Death
PS-090

of course
you can be
anything

you wanna be.
that’s how

delusions work.

Delusions
PS-089

my train
of thought
  derailed.  

there were
no survivors.

Train Derailed
PS-088

I am
who I am.

your approval
is not needed.

I Am Who I Am
PS-087

I try not to
laugh at my 
own jokes,

but we all know
I’m hilarious.

Hilarious
PS-091

never go to
bed angry...

stay up and
plot your revenge.

Plot Revenge
PS-095

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

the seven
dwarves of

menopause:
itchy, bitchy,

sweaty, sleepy,
bloated, forgetful

and psycho.

7 Dwarves
PS-094

I just
awesomed

all over
the place.

Awesomed
PS-093

once in a while
someone amazing

comes along,
  

and here I am!

Someone Amazing
PS-092

I tried to cook

something from

scratch... and

ended up summoning

a demon.

Cook from Scratch
PS-096

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

remember
when I asked
your opinion?

yeah,
neither do I.

Asked Your Opinion
PS-100

4 out of 3
people

struggle
with math

4 of 3
PS-099

dammit I’m mad
is

dammit I’m mad

spelled backwards

Dammit
PS-098

irony-
the opposite
of wrinkly.

Irony
PS-097

when they discover
the center of the

universe, a lot
of people will be

disappointed they
are not in it

Center of the Universe
PS-101

snaughling:
laughing so

hard you snort,
then laugh because
you snorted, then

snort because
you laughed.

Snaughling
PS-105

I don’t
expect

everything
handed to me,

just set it down
wherever

I Don’t Expect
PS-104

I have never
faked

a sarcasm
in my life

Faked Sarcasm
PS-103

I said, “I love you.”

he asked, “is that you

or the wine talking?”

I said, “it’s me...

talking to the wine.”

I Love You
PS-102

it’s a bird!
it’s a plane!

wait, it’s just that
flying f     k
I don’t give.

**

Flying F**k
PS-106

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

I’ll have a
cafe-mocha

vodka-valium
latte, to go

please.

I’ll Have a Latte
PS-110

day 3 of my
donut & coffee

cleanse -
so far, so good.

Day 3
PS-109

my work has this
cute thing they

do where if
you’re really

good at your job,
you get to do

everyone else’s, too.

My Work
PS-108

sometimes
when I close

my eyes,
I can’t see.

Close My Eyes
PS-107



my dentist told
me I needed

a crown.
I was like

I KNOW, RIGHT?

Dentist
PS-111

know what
rhymes with

Friday?

Beer

Beer
PS-115

I’ve decided
not to have kids.

The kids 
are taking it
pretty hard.

Have Kids
PS-114

Turns out 
I’m not 

an afternoon 
person either.

Afternoon Person
PS-113

I still don’t
understand why

“what’s wrong
with you?”

isn’t acceptable 
small talk

What’s Wrong with You
PS-112

I don’t want to brag
or make anyone

jealous, but…
I can still fit into the

earrings I wore in
high school.

Earrings
PS-116

The officer said,

“you drinking?”

I said, “you buying?”

We laughed and laughed.

I need bail money.

Bail Money
PS-120

I think my
guardian angel

drinks

Guardian Angel
PS-119

2 dyslexics run
into a bank and shout:

“air in the hands
mother stickers

this is a f uck-up”

Mother Stickers
PS-118

has anyone seen
my jacket?!

it’s white with
sleeves that make
you hug yourself

and a cute belt

Jacket
PS-117

if you say 
“gullible” 

slowly
it sounds like 

“oranges”

Gullible Oranges
PS-121

awesome
ends in

“me”
coincidence?

I don’t 
think so

ME
PS-125

if it wasn’t
for my 

incredible
willpower,

I’d be exercising
right now

Willpower
PS-124

my boss hates it
when I shorten

his name to Dick,
especially since

his name is Steve.

My Boss
PS-123

I’m trying to be
independent

but no one
will help me.

Independent
PS-122

sometimes
when I open
my mouth

my mother
comes out

Open My Mouth
PS-126

If I make you
breakfast in bed,

a simple
“thank you” will do.

Not all this
“how did you

get in my house?”
business.

Breakfast in Bed
PS-130

I have 
PMS, ADD and OCD.

I want to kill you, 
but I can’t focus 
on that right now

because I have to go 
wash my hands.

PMS OCD ADD
PS-129

yes,
that’s correct.

and the horse
you rode in on.

Horse
PS-128

the cashier said,
“strip down,
facing me.”

how was I to know
she meant my

debit card?

Strip Down
PS-127

my favorite exercise
is a mix between a

lunge and a crunch.

I call it lunch.

Lunch
PS-131

helmet is on,
crayons sharpened

it’s gonna be
a great day

Helmet On
PS-135

sorry I
slapped you,
but it didn’t

seem like you’d
ever stop talking

and I panicked

Slapped You
PS-134

I never thought
I’d be the type
to get up early
and exercise.
I was right.

Up Early
PS-133

you know,
some days

even my lucky
rocketship
underpants
don’t help

Rocketship Underpants
PS-132
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I love how we
don’t have to
say out loud

that I’m your
favorite child.

Favorite Child
PS-136

I just ordered
a chicken

and an egg
off the internet

to see which
comes first...

I’ll keep you posted.

Chicken and Egg
PS-140

ever feel like
you’ve had

too much wine?

yeah, me neither

Too Much Wine
PS-139

I can’t believe
I just said that.

Can’t Believe
PS-138

I could snap
at any moment.

Seriously,
with either hand.

Snap
PS-137

you call it
boxed wine.

I call it
cardboardeaux.

Cardboardeaux
PS-141

how many of you
believe in

telekinesis?

raise my hand!

Telekinesis
PS-145

the only thing
in my house that

isn’t dusty
are the

wine glasses

Wine Glasses
PS-144

I may not be
Wonder Woman,

but I can do things
that make you

wonder

Wonder Woman
PS-143

trying to decide
if I should be

a warning
or 

an example
to others today

Trying to Decide
PS-142

I’m a
happy-go-lucky

ray of
friggin’

sunshine

Happy-Go-Lucky
PS-146

you could file
a complaint

but my supervisor
doesn’t give
a shit either.

File Complaint
PS-150

I tried cooking
with wine, but
after 3 glasses

I forgot why
I was in the

kitchen.

Cooking with Wine
PS-149

calories
are tiny creatures

that live
in your closet

and sew your clothes
a little tighter
every night.

Calories
PS-148

is it rude
to throw a

breath mint in
someone’s mouth

while they’re
talking?

Breath Mint
PS-147

I am not
arguing,

I’m explaining
why I am right.

Arguing
PS-151

of course your
opinion matters,

just not to me

Your Opinion
PS-155

there should be 
a little wine truck
that drives around
the neighborhood

in the evening
playing French music
and we would hear it
and run out with our
money and wait for it

Wine Truck
PS-154

I’m not
as think
as you 

stoned I am

Stoned I Am
PS-153

not only is my 
short-term memory

horrible, so is my
short-term memory

Short-term Memory
PS-152

I hate waiting in lines.
I wish this lady

would hurry up and
pick a suspect.

Suspect
PS-156

of course
I want to

help you out.

which way did
you come in?

Help You Out
PS-160

I whisper,
“what the f     k”

to myself at least
twenty times

a day.

**

20 Times a Day
PS-159

my therapist
says I lie too much,

which is bullshit.
I don’t even have

a therapist.

Therapist
PS-158

finally,
my winter fat

is gone.

now I have
spring rolls !

Spring Rolls
PS-157



I used to think
that I'm indecisive 

but now
I'm not so sure.

Indecisive
PS-161

it’s so weird
being my own

role model

Role Model
PS-165

my friends
don’t go crazy.

they are crazy.

they go normal
from time to time.

Friends Are Crazy
PS-164

give me coffee
to change the
things I can

and
wine to accept
things I can’t

Coffee and Wine
PS-163

beer, whiskey & weed
are all made
from plants...

I think I might
be a vegetarian!

Vegetarian
PS-162

I wonder
what my dog

named me

Dog Named Me
PS-166

I have an urge
to get up and

clean the house.
wait...nope,
false alarm.

False Alarm
PS-170

when I ask how
you’re doing,

please just say
“good”.

don’t start telling
me stuff.

Good
PS-169

I know I’m
around here
somewhere...

I just saw me
a minute ago.

I’m Around Here
PS-168

I wonder
what my cat
named me

Cat Named Me
PS-167

I have a bumper sticker
that says

“honk if you think
I’m sexy”.

I wait at green lights
until I feel better

about myself.

Bumper Sticker
PS-171

remember, as far
as anyone knows

we are a 
nice normal family.

Normal Family
PS-175

I use my bra as
a storage area.

When I take it off at night

keys fall out, lipstick,
money, pens, hair ties - 
 freaking treasure chest.

Storage Area
PS-174

we can’t all be the 
princess.

someone has to sit
on the curb and
clap as I go by.

Princess
PS-173

Thanks Mom,
I turned out
awesome!

Thanks Mom
PS-172

dude, I am a 
princess.

get your own beer
and bring me

a cupcake.

Dude
PS-176

best friends
don’t care if
your house

is clean.
they care if 

you have wine.

Best Friends
PS-180

can we start 
the weekend over?

I wasn’t ready.

Weekend Over
PS-179

I’m not always
a bitch.

just kidding.

Just Kidding
PS-178

I knew the psychic
was no good the

moment she
accepted my check.

Psychic
PS-177

there are two types
of people in this world.

those who can 
extrapolate from
incomplete data.

Extrapolate
PS-181

the relationship between

husband and wife

is very psychological.

one is psycho and

the other is logical.

Psychological
PS-185

I feel less guilty
about napping
when I call it
“pursuing my

dreams”.

Pursuing My Dreams
PS-184

life is short.
buy the shoes
drink the wine

order the dessert

Life Is Short
PS-183

ever notice that
anybody driving 
slower than you 
is an idiot, and
anyone driving
faster than you

is a maniac?

Ever Notice
PS-182
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stupid people are
like glow sticks.

I want to snap them
and shake the shit

out of them
until the light

comes on.

Glow Sticks
PS-186

oh look...
 it’s wine-thirty.

Wine-Thirty
PS-190

the early bird
can have the worm
because worms are
gross and mornings

are stupid.

Early Bird
PS-189

I hate it when
I think I’m buying

organic vegetables,
but when I get

home they’re just
regular donuts.

Organic Vegetables
PS-188

never ask a woman
who is eating

ice cream straight
from the carton
how she’s doing.

Never Ask a Woman
PS-187

I got so much
procrastinating

done today.

Procrastinating
PS-191

seven billion people

on this planet

and I like maybe

4 or 5 of them, tops.

Billion People
PS-195

duct tape + kids =
SILENCE

I’m joking,
they’re locked in

the shed.

Duct Tape
PS-194

men have
feelings, too!
for example,

we feel hungry.

Men Have Feelings
PS-193

I’m confused.

Do you want to speak

to my manager or to

someone who knows

what’s going on?

I’m Confused
PS-192

I wanted a kitten

my husband didn’t
want a kitten

so we compromised
and I got a kitten

Kitten
PS-196

I don’t think

inside the box.

I don’t think

outside the box either.

I don’t even know

where the box is.

The Box
PS-200

how do you become
someone who puts
stickers on fruit?

because I think
I could definitely

do that job.

Stickers on Fruit
PS-199

condoms
prevent

minivans

Minivans
PS-198

I wanted a puppy

my husband didn’t
want a puppy

so we compromised
and I got a puppy

Puppy
PS-197

you’re the
“she”
to my

“nanigans”

Shenanigans
PS-201

if you screw up,
apologize.

if she screws up,
apologize.

relationships are
not that hard.

Screw Up
PS-205

today I am
going to give
it my some.

Give It My Some
PS-204

just sitting here
on the corner of

awesome
and

bombdiggity

Bombdiggity
PS-203

we wanted
to be adults so bad.

now look at us.
just fucking look.

Wanted to Be Adults
PS-202

Beer
is not the answer.

Beer
is the question.

Yes
is the answer.

Yes Is the Answer
PS-206

YOU are a parent.

It is YOUR circus

and those are

YOUR monkeys.

Circus
PS-209

whatever...
my dog thinks
I’m awesome.

Whatever
PS-208

diet tip:
your pants won’t

get too tight
if you don’t
wear any.

Diet Tip
PS-207

turn the page
for more 

on the back
cover!



Vegetarians live 
up to 9 years longer
than the rest of us.

Nine horrible,
worthless,
baconless

years

9 Years
PS-210

as far
as I know,

I’m delightful

I’m Delightful
PS-214

I’m not
passive aggressive,

unlike some
people I know.

Passive Aggressive
PS-213

I don’t mean to brag,

but I finished

my 14 day diet in

4 hours & 17 minutes.

14 Day Diet
PS-212

Valium.
Vitamin.

Whatever.
Close enough.

Valium Vitamin
PS-211

I thought
growing up

would take longer.

Growing Up
PS-215

children are

often spoiled

because no one

spanks Grandma.

Spank Grandma
PS-219

oh my god,
my mother

was right about
everything.

Mother Was Right
PS-218

“Do what you love

& money will follow.”

Ate pizza, drank wine,

took a nap with my dog...

Now I wait.

Do What You Love
PS-217

You only need

one thing to survive

the apocalypse-

a unicorn,

a badass unicorn

Apocalypse
PS-216

I never wanted 

to grow up,

I just wanted to be

tall enough to

reach the cookies.

Reach the Cookies
PS-220

I used to just
crastinate,

but I got so good,
I went pro.

Crastinate
PS-224

Me?
Overreacting?

shit. probably.

Overreacting
PS-223

when something
goes wrong in life,

just yell
“plot twist!”

and move on.

Plot Twist
PS-222

life is too short
to be serious
all the time.

so, if you can’t 
laugh at yourself,

call me...
I’ll laugh at you.

Laugh at Yourself
PS-221

I am not 
responsible for
what my face

does when you
talk.

I Am Not Responsible
PS-225

I suppose
it would be

irresponsible to turn
house cleaning

into a drinking game

Drinking Game
PS-229

I always carry
a knife in 

my purse...
you know,

in case of cheesecake
or something.

Carry a Knife
PS-228

it’s been one of
those days for,

like, 3 years now

One of Those Days
PS-227

stop petting
my peeves

Stop Petting
PS-226

I love it when

the coffee kicks in

and I realize what

an adorable badass

I’m going to be today

Coffee Kicks In
PS-230

I seriously need
a speed bump

between my brain
and my mouth

Speed Bump
PS-234

I don’t know
if this helps any,

but I’m
just as confused

by me 
as you are

I’m Just as Confused
PS-233

a fun thing to do
in the morning
before I have

my coffee
is not talk to me

Fun Thing in Morning
PS-232

I just ordered
a life alert bracelet

so if I ever
get a life,

I’ll be notified
immediately.

Life Alert
PS-231
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